Abstract: This paper considers the problem of delay-dependent exponential stability in mean square for stochastic systems with polytopic-type uncertainties and time-varying delay. Applying the descriptor model transformation and introducing free weighting matrices, a new type of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional is constructed based on linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), and some new delay-dependent criteria are obtained. These criteria include the delay-independenvratedependent and delay-dependent/rate-independent exponential stability criteria. These new criteria are less conservative than :;t;.lr* ones. Numerical examples demonstrate that these new criteria are effective and are an improvement over existing
L Introduction
Recently, delay-dependent stability cirtellra for stochastic delay systems have attracted extensive attention (see t1-81). In view of the robustness of stochastic stability, the linear and semilinear systems were studied rn f1,21, respectively. [3] investigated the stability of linear and semilinear stochastic differential equation by means of the exponential stability. Verriest [4] presented stability of linear stochastic differential equation via Riccati equations. Based on the LMI approach, [5] [6] [7] [8] gave the delay-dependent robust stability criteria of uncertain stochastic systems, respectively. However, the criteria in [5] involved the parametenzed model transformation. To determine the stability of system, [6] and [8] used some inequality consffaint. [7] used a descriptor integral inequality constraint, and the criteria in [7, 8] with matrix constraint P ( o1 (o > 0 is a scalar, P is the product of Lyapunov matrix). These results show considerable conservativeness. This paper presents some new delay-dependent exponential stability criteria for stochastic system with polytopictype uncertainties and time-varying delay. First, applying descriptor model transformation [9] , we set descriptor stochastic system and construct a new type of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional. Second, based on the idea of [10] , some free weighting matrices are introduced to exclude constraint conditions in [6] [7] [8] . Finally, using LMI algorithm, we obtain delay-dependent and delay-independent exponential stability criteria for stochastic system with polytopic-type uncertainties and timevarying delay. These criteria include delay-dependenVrateindependent and delay-independent/rate-dependent exponential stability criteria. In contrast with the existing stability criteria, these new criteria are less conservative. Numerical simulation examples show that these results are effective and an improvement over existing ones.
For convenience, we adopt the following notations: tr(A)(,aT) denotes trace(transpose) of the matrix A; A 2 0 (A > 0) denotes positive semidefinite (positive definite) matrix A; L2r^(l-r,0];R") is the family of lR'-valued stochastic proiesses q(s), -r ( s ( jo such that 4(s) is Fo-measurable for every second unu J_"
.E lla(s)ll2 ds < oo; and E{'} denotes mathematical expectation operator with respect to the given probability measure P.
Preliminaries
Consider the robust stability of system ( 1) with polytopictype uncertainties, that is, assume that system (1) has the following form: dr(t) : lAr(t) + Aar(t -h(r))ldt + fcn(t) r car(t -h(t)))dB(t), (1) r(t) : 9(t), Yt e l-r, 0l , where z(t) € IR.' is the state vector, the system matrices A, Aa, C , and C a are assumed to be uncertain but belong to a known convex compact set of polytopic type, namely
where J-l is a given convex bounded polyhedral domain described by q vertices as follows: To discuss the stability of system (1), first, we introduce the descriptor system approach, set
s(t) : Cr(t) + Car(t -h(t)).
(7) Then system (1) becomes the following descriptor stochastic system dz(t) :
Moreover, equations in (6) and (7) ensure the following zero equations z lrr (t)Nt + nr (t -h(t))N2 + sr(r)Ab + er(r)N4] x [An(t) * Aar(t -h(t)) -s(r)] : o, (e) z lrr (flrt + rr (t -h(t))72 + qr (t)rt + sr &)T4l x lCn(t) * C6r(t -h(t)) -e(r)l : 0,
where lI, andT, (r : 1,2,3,4) are appropriately dimensioned matrices. On the other hand, the Newton-Leibniz formula provides
( 1 1) where sr : I f" . g(s)dp(s)]r by 1l r), get
then, we obtained the following Theorem. Theorem 1 Consider system (1) with polytopic-type uncertainties (3) aad a time-varying delay satisfying (4) and (5). Given scalars r ) 0 and p, 1 1, system (1) 
853)
Pr,,Q*,zr,R[? (i,i : 7,2,3) are positive definite matrices with appropriate dimensions. Let L be the weak infinitesimal operator of (8), then, by It6 differential formula, s
Lo:oVr: D {2nr (t)p1"qft) + tr lor (t)p*.q(r)] } , tr+l
sr( which implies that system (1) is exponentially stable in mean square. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. Remark I By constructing an output feedback controller, we can obtain the stability criteria for system with output feedback in the same methods. So, it is without loss of generality for the discussion of system (1) .
Note that a delay-dependent and rate-independent exponential stability criterion for system (1) with polytopic{ype uncertainties (3) and a delay satisfying (4) and (5) can be derived from Theorem 1 by choosing Q* : 0 as follows.
Corollary I Given scalar r-) 0, system (1) 2.2 Delay-independent rate-dependent robust exponential stability
If we set the matrices 21" and Al? Q' : i : 1,2,3) to zere, then we can obtain a delay-independent and ratedependent exponential stability criterion for system (1) with polytopic-type uncertainties (3) and a time-varying delay satisfying (4) and (5). In this case, Theorem 1 becomes the following corollary.
Corollary 2 Given scalar p < 1 and system (1) with polytopic-type uncertainties (3) and a time-varying delay satisfying (5) is robust exponentially stable in mean square, if there exist symmetric positive-definite matrices P1" and Qp and appropriately dimensioned matrices N" and T, (r : I,2,3,4) such that the following LMI holds for k:1,2,...,e1 In addition, if there is no stochastic uncertainty il system (l),.that is, B(t) is assumed ro be zero, system 1i; degener_ ate into system [10] . We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3 Given scalars r ) 0, and p < 1, syspm (1) with l3(t) : 0 and with time-varying delay saiisfying (a) and (5) is asymptorically stable, iithJre exiit symmetric positive-definite matrix p1a ) O,ex 2 0, and Rff) (i, j : I,2,3) and appropriately dimensioned matrices N' (, : I,2,3,4) such thar RIP : A!!) anathe foltowing LMIs hold for k : I,2,. .., q: Remark 3 When p : 0, the delay is time invariant. From Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, we can easily obtain the delay-dependent and delay-independent robuit exponential stability criteria for continuous-time linear stochastic system with polytopic-type uncertainties and with timeinvariant state delay, respectively.
Numerical simulation
In this section, for the purpose of illustrating the usefulness and flexibility of the methods in this paper, we present some simulation examples.
Example 1 Besides, if we assume Aak : Can :0, system (l) turns into a stochastic system without time delay, the followins corollary can be acquired.
Corollary 4 Given scalars r ) 0 and tt I 1, system (1) with time-varying delay satisfying (4) and (5) 
L . . tti))
Example 2 Consider the robust stabiliff of the uncertain stochastic delay system 12 with the foilbwing parameters:
and lpl ( 1, lal ( 1. The parameter uncertainty can be represented by a fourvertex polytope and the upper bound of the time delay r, whichguarantees that the given system is exponentially sta- Table 2 . Set the initial conditions as z(0) : 10.04,0]r; Figs.l and 2 show the state response of polytopic model with four-vertex systems (each system has two states), as p -0.5, z-* : 0.5598, and pl is any value, rmax : 0.3893, respectively. Table 2 The upper bound of r for Example 2, as a function of the bound p. 
Conclusions
This paper presents some new stability criteria for stochastic time-varying delay systems with polytopic-type uncertainties. Based on the equivalent descriptor stochastic system and some free weighing matrices, a new type of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional is constructed, and new techniques are developed to make the criteria less conservative. Finally, numerical examples demonstrate that the criteria presented here perform much better than the existing stable one.
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